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Japan



Aftershock:  Effected Japanese Areas & 

Nuclear Plants
chart courtesy Nautilus





Nonnuclear Plants Damaged Too

Haramachi, in South-Soma (photo courtesy Nautilus)
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Some Grid Investments Will Be 

Unavoidable

photo courtesy Nautilus



Japan’s Divided Grid

chart courtesy Nautilus



After Fukushima:  How Smart, How 

Green Will Japan Be?

• How much nuclear – 20%, 30%, or 40%?

• How much LNG?

• An integrated, smarter grid?

• How much distributed local power 

generation?

• “Path from Fukushima” a global example?



TEPCO:  A Financial Disaster

• World’s largest private electrical utility

• $91 billion in debt before crisis

• Now a Financial “Zombie” – insolvent, with negative 
net worth, propped up with only the prospect of 
government financing 

• Just posted a loss of $15 billion

• Still liable for at least half of estimated $50 b in damages

• Stock lost nearly 90% of its value

• S&P downgraded TEPCO debt to junk bond 
BBB status



US and Europe



Europe:  No Net Nuclear Growth

• Albania – PM leaning against plans to build 1 reactor

• Bulgaria – Now reconsidering safety economic merits of planned plant

• Italy – Moratorium & referendum to end nuclear plans

• Germany – Shutdown 17 reactors by 2022

• Swiss – Nuclear phase out its 5 reactors by 2034

• France – Greens demanding shut down 2040; Socialists now courting them

• Finns – may build 2 new reactors

• Lithuania – proceeding with reactor bids for 1 partly to counter Russian 
builds in Belarus 

• Czech Rep. – Wants to build 2 more reactors

• Slovakia - plans to bring 2 reactors on line this decade

• Romania – Completion of 2 new reactors has slipped to 2019

• UK – Wants nuclear if don‟t have to subsidize

• Decommissionings



Projected US Reactor Costs Before 

Fukushima
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US Merchant Utility Takeaways
chart courtesy Excelon



Future US Builds:  Different Issues

• New safety license requirements?

• Increased construction license scrutiny 

leading to longer construction times?

• Who will pick up 20 percent after loan 

guarantees – Not TEPCO, probably not as 

many private investors -- EdF, AREVA, 

Russia?  



Developing States



Nuclear Power’s Emerging Markets

• Saudi Arabia UAE

• Turkey North Korea

• Jordan Malaysia

• Vietnam Venezuela

• Egypt Bangladesh

• Yemen Libya

• Algeria Syria

• Pakistan Cuba

• Iran Brazil



Conventional Wisdom: LWR – the 

Reactor of Choice – Is “Proliferation 

Resistant”
• LWRs 

– Must be shut down to access plutonium, bringing 
massive amounts of electricity off the national grid for 
weeks

– Normally, the pu LWRs produce is not optimal for 
making bombs

– LWRs require low enriched uranium fuel, which must 
come from major supplier states who can deny future 
supplies if illicit diversions are attempted

– Thus, the US approved the construction of LWRs 
even for North Korea even after it was caught 
violating IAEA safeguards



LWR – the Reactor of Choice – Is 

Considered to Be Proliferation Resistant



Result:  Many, Large, Reactors Planned 

by 2030 in the M.E.



What Could Go Wrong



M.E. Nuclear Customers Suspected of 

Nuclear Weapons or Nuclear Fuel 

Making Ambitions
Iran & Syria -- violated IAEA safeguards with covert reactors and fuel 

making plants

Algeria -- tried to build a large covert research reactor in excess of its 
needs in desert surrounded by air defenses and has hot cells to batch 

reprocess spent fuel

Egypt – declared  interest developing bombs, hired Germans to help in the 
l950s on nuclear program, caught playing with undeclared nuclear fuel 

related experiments.

Turkey – declared interest in developing bombs, studied how might use 
LWRs to make weapons usable pu,

Saudi Arabia – declared interest in acquiring bomb option, financed and 
visited Pakistani nuke program, acquired nuclear capable PRC missiles

Jordan – Declared interest in enriching uranium



Some Nuclear Visitors to Iran Are Hardly 

Pushing Atoms for Peace

Drs. Prasad and Surendar,

Indian tritium extraction 

experts “advising” on Bushehr’s

“safety”; USG sanctioned both

New York Times, “Nuclear Aid by 
Russian to Iranians Suspected”

October 9, 2008, PARIS —
International nuclear inspectors are 
investigating whether a Russian 
scientist helped Iran conduct 
complex experiments on how to 
detonate a nuclear weapon.

WMD Commission
unanimously recommended 

IAEA require visitors to register 

at any IAEA safeguarded site, 

p. 50

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/international/countriesandterritories/iran/index.html?inline=nyt-geo


Bifo Russian Weapons Lab High Speed 

Cameras, Russian HWR Fuel Tech & IAEA 

UF6 Help to Iran



The Reactors Are 

A Problem Too



Historically, the Line between Nuclear 

Power and Weapon Making Has Been 

Crossed More Than Once

• US, Russia, UK, India, DPRK, France all used plutonium 

for weapons generated from reactors that produced 

electricity 

• US tested power reactor-grade pu in an early 60s 

weapons test

• India claims it tested power reactor grade plutonium 

device in l998

• Turks did research to demonstrate LWR pu could be 

used to make bombs

• LWRs in the US are currently used to produce weapons 

tritium 



But the Reactors Will be LWRs : Aren’t

they “Proliferation Resistant” Enough?



Problem:  Fresh & Spent LWR Fuel’s 

A Worry

• 20 tons of  fresh LWR fuel normally is kept available at the reactor 
site

• Crush and fluorinate the ceramic fresh fuel pellets is all that 
needed to get 3.5% UF6

• 4,000 swus required to convert natural uranium into one bomb‟s 
worth (20 kgs) of HEU

• 700 swus – 1/5th the effort or time – is  required to convert 3.5% 
fresh fuel to one bomb‟s worth (e.g,. Iran could have its first 
bombs worth in 8 weeks versus 12 months)

• Nominal 1 Gwe LWR produces 50-75 bombs‟ worth of pu in first 
12-18 months



Far From Proliferation Proof:  Estimated Yields 

for Different Bomb Technologies Using LWR Pu

(Hubbard)
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But Wouldn’t Reprocessing Plants to 

Separate Pu from Spent Fuel Be Difficult 

to Hide?
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Small, Covert Reprocessing Plant Can Make 

20 or More Bombs/Month from Spent Fuel

<10-day startup, 1 bomb’s-worth-a-day production rate
1GWe LWR at first refueling would have 330 kgs of near weapons grade Pu

The Ferguson-Culler Design

30



What the IAEA Has Missed in the M.E.



Also Too Hard:  Keeping Track of 

Declared Nuclear Fuel Making



How the Mid-East Nexus Between Reactors 

and Bombs Has Been Handled

13 Military Strikes against IAEA member 
states’ large reactors since 1980

11 against safeguarded reactors since 1980

1980 Iran against Osirak

1981 Israel against Osirak

1980-1985 Seven Iraqi strikes against 
Bushehr

1990 US against Osirak

2003 US against Osirak

2 against IAEA member states reactors

1991 1 Iraqi Scud attack attempted 
against Dimona

2007 Israeli strike against Syria‟s Reactor

Israeli 67 war, a Russian provocation 
aimed at Dimona

33
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With More Nuclear-Ready States:  Ramp 

Up to a Nuclear 1914?



Some Good News



Middle Eastern Natural Gas:  Production 

Is Increasing



North Africa and the Continent
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Natural Gas Likely to Stay Cheaper, More 

Plentiful than Nuclear for Some Time



Latest Levant Basin Natural Gas Finds:  

“Bigger than Anything We has Assessed 

the US” -- USGS



Recommendations

• Restrict all nuclear sales to states that forswear making 

nuclear fuel and ratify Additional Protocol

– Amend US AEA to penalize suppliers doing business in the US that fail 

to adopt these conditions

– NSG agreement

• Clarify what IAEA can and cannot effectively safeguard against 

diversion

– Work with IAEA and/or

– National evaluations

• Compare costs of different energy projects with an eye to 

which is the quickest and cheapest way to reduce carbon

– G-20 effort to agree to common energy accounting standards

– IRENA UN effort



Additional charts



Several M.E. Nuclear Customers 

Suspected of Harboring Weapons or 

Nuclear Fuel Making Ambitions
Iran & Syria -- violated IAEA safeguards with the construction of covert 
reactors and fuel making plants

Algeria -- Built a large covert research reactor in excess of its needs in 
desert surrounded by air defenses and has hot cells to batch reprocess 
spent fuel as well.  It has operated the plant now for over a decade

Egypt – declared  interest developing bombs, hired Germans to help in the 
l950s on nuclear program, was caught later playing with undeclared nuclear 
fuel related experiments.

Turkey – declared interest in developing bombs, studied how might use 
LWRs to make weapons usable pu,

Saudi Arabia – declared interest in acquiring bomb option, financed and 
visited Pakistani nuke program, acquired nuclear capable PRC missiles

Jordan – Has publicly declared interest in enriching uranium



Peaceful Power, Iran’s Case:  A 

Proven Proliferation Portal

John Bolton and Bill Clinton agreed that Iran was using 
Bushehr as a cover for weapons program
– Many visitors to Iran‟s „peaceful‟ program have little interest in 

boiling water, e.g., 
• Russian implosion expert

• Drs. Prasad and Surendar, tritium extraction experts giving “safety” 
advice

– Iran has used its „peaceful‟ program to buy militarily critical tech
• Russian high speed cameras useful for implosion warhead design 

verification from Bifo Co.

• Russian HWR fuel fabrication technology

• IAEA assistance on UF production

– Iran‟s massive „peaceful‟ program makes it difficult to ferret out 
the illicit:

• 100s of Iranians trained abroad in all things nuclear

• Massive numbers of Chinese, Russians and others „supporting‟ 
program



Detecting Covert Nuclear Projects:  

Hardly Early Alterts

• Iranian covert fuel making efforts at Natanz – detected after 18 
years through Humit

• Early North Korean reprocessing campaigns – debated through
1991 within US intelligence community -- a textile plant?

• North Korean uranium enrichment efforts confirmed after nearly 
a decade of suspicion.

• Operational Iraqi EMIS – US  detected after war, using UNSCOM

• Libyan centrifuges – confirmed after they were delivered

• Syrian production reactor– IAEA alterted after Israelis bombed 
and claimed it was near completion; reprocessing plant not 
found

44



Also Too Hard:  Keeping Track of 

Declared Nuclear Fuel Making

• Sellafield (Euratom safeguards meeting IAEA criteria)
– 29.6 kgs pu  MUF (Feb. 2005)

– 190 kgs pu in “leak” undetected for 8 months

• Tokia Mura
– MoX, 69 kgs pu MUF (l994)

– scrap 100-150 kgs pu MUF (1996)

– Pilot reprocessing 206kgs – 59 kgs pu MUF (2003)

– Commercial reprocessing 246 kgs/yr pu MUF (2008?)

• Cogema-Cadarache reprocessing plant 
– Euratom report 2002, “unacceptable amount of MUF”, 2 yrs to resolve 

• Similar MUF challenges at centrifuge enrichment plants 
seehttp://www.asno.dfat.gov.au/publications/addressing_proliferation_challe
nges_from_spread_enrichment_capability.pdf

• No Country-specific listing of MAF (material accounted for)



Persuading Nonweapons States to 

Forego Fuel Making:  The Record So Far

FAILURES                            SUCCESSES

• Germany UAE

• Netherlands ROK*

• Japan Taiwan*

• India

• Brazil

• Argentina

• Iran

• South Africa     *violated pledge not to do so at least once



Persuading Nonweapons States to 

Forego Fuel Making:  The Record So Far

FAILURES                            SUCCESSES

• Germany UAE

• Netherlands ROK*

• Japan Taiwan*

• India

• Brazil

• Argentina

• Iran *caught trying to make nuclear fuel and 

• South Africa     violated pledge not to do so at least once


